Magpul CORE Precision Hunter Course
Hosted By Horse Creek Outfitters and The Alazan Ranch

Magpul CORE designed the precision hunter course specifically for you, the rifle hunter. This
course is designed to give you the edge the next time you take to the field in pursuit of game with
your rifle. There’s no special equipment involved; you bring your rifle, and your hunting gear
and we’ll show you how to squeeze as much potential out of it, as well as yourself. Here you’ll
learn the fundamentals of marksmanship, how to use your scope, understand basic external
ballistics, and how to build shooting positions under realistic field conditions. The Alazan Ranch,
in West Texas offers the perfect backdrop to this unique course. Shooters will enjoy full ranch
accommodations, home cooked meals and a shooting course designed for the backcountry hunter.
4 shooters can choose to combine the course with a free range Trophy Aoudad Hunt to follow.
COURSE LENGTH: 4 nights, 2 full days TUITION COST: $1,500 DATES: 1/6 – 1/9/2016

Instructor: Caylen Wojcik

Free Range Aoudad Ram

Day 1 on the Course

✖Prerequisites: Possess a basic understanding of firearms safety and a willingness to learn.
✖What you’ll learn: Rifle set-up and Accessories, telescopic sight theory and operation, basic
angular units of measure (minutes of angle and milradians), basic external ballistics and ballistic
computers, understanding ballistic drop compensated turrets and reticles, reading atmospheric
conditions and wind, field shooting positions, establishing ranges to targets, terminal ballistics
and bullet composition, how to know your limitations.
✖The Hunt: 4 shooters can add a trophy free-range aoudad hunt for a $6,250 package
(hunt/shooting course combo). The hunt is 4 days in addition to the course. Timeframe 1/6-1/13.
Please visit www.horsecrkoutfitters.com for details or call (208) 879-5084 to book your spot.
Click on the Precision Shooting Course link.

